Terms and Conditions

1. The promotion "Take off with Thule" is carried out by Thule in cooperation with its partner
Inspire GBR Ltd. (hereinafter "Inspire"), Victoria House, 19-21 Ack Lane East, Bramhall,
Cheshire, SK7 2BE, United Kingdom
2. Only customers who purchase a promotional product from a participating retailer within the
promotional period (01.04.2018 - 30.06.2018) ("Participant") are eligible for participation. At
the time of participation, the participant must have reached the age of 18. The Participant
will not be entitled to claim the free flight if the purchased products are returned. The
participant must keep a copy of the receipt as proof of purchase.
3. Only the following products take part in the promotion ("promotional products"):
Art. Nr.

EAN

TSR336DSH

0085854239080

Product
Subterra Rolling Carry-On Trolley 36L
DARKSHADOW

TSR336EMB

0085854239103

Subterra Rolling Carry-On Trolley 36L EMBER

TSR336MIN

0085854239097

Subterra Rolling Carry-On Trolley 36L MINERAL

TSR375DSH

0085854239134

Subterra Rolling Duffel Trolley 75L DARKSHADOW

TSR375MIN

0085854239141

TSR356DSH

0085854239110

Subterra Rolling Duffel Trolley 75L MINERAL
Subterra Rolling Split Duffel Trolley 56L
DARKSHADOW

TSR356MIN

0085854239127

Subterra Rolling Split Duffel Trolley 56L MINERAL

4. Employees and their immediate families of the promoter, its agents and anyone
professionally connected with the promotion are excluded from the promotion.
5. The following conditions apply for the redemption of the flight vouchers: Internet access is
required to redeem the flight voucher and possibly a credit card, which is required to book
any additional passengers, carry-on luggage, seat reservations or other chargeable services.
Furthermore, some airlines request a credit card as part of the identity check.
6. Flight vouchers are valid for one free Economy Class return flight, including airport taxes and
fees (one free flight ticket each). Thule will offer to participants, via redemption of this
promotion only, the participant’s carrier base fare, taxes, passenger duty, fuel surcharges,
service charge and airport fee. All other costs associated with the flight will be borne by the
Participant and are excluded from the promotional offer. Such other costs include, but are
not limited to (i) any baggage or other charges made in connection with the flight or in
addition to the fare (ii) any insurance (iii) any additional fees for card payments (iv) any fees
for hotel, car hire, airport transfers, taxis, car park, seat upgrade, food and drink, visas,
immigration documents or any other additional services. Optionally, up to three
accompanying passengers can be added for the current fare at the booking price plus airport
taxes and fees.

Brand
THULE
THULE
THULE
THULE
THULE
THULE
THULE

7. Only the following departure airports can be selected:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Germany: Frankfurt, Berlin, Cologne/Bonn, Munich, Dusseldorf, Stuttgart.
Austria: Vienna, Graz, Salzburg, Klagenfurt.
Italy: Milan, Naples, Rome, Venice and Pisa
Swiss: Zurich, Geneva
Spain: Alicante, Barcelona, Bilbao, Girona, Madrid, Malaga, Valencia, Seville.

8. Only the following destination airports can be selected:
a. Germany: Amsterdam, Barcelona, Brussels, Budapest, Istanbul, London, Madrid,
Milan, Manchester, Oslo, Paris, Prague, Rome, Venice, Liverpool, Vienna.
b. Austria: Amsterdam, Barcelona, Berlin, Brussels, Budapest, Dusseldorf, Hamburg,
Istanbul, Cologne, Liverpool, London, Madrid, Milan, Paris, Prague, Rome, Vienna,
Zurich.
c. Italy: Amsterdam, Barcelona, Berlin, Brussels, Budapest, Copenhagen, Dublin,
Krakow, London, Madrid, Monaco, Nice, Paris, Prague, Vienna.
d. Switzerland: Amsterdam, Barcelona, Berlin, Brussels, Budapest, Hamburg, Istanbul,
Copenhagen, Liverpool, London, Madrid, Manchester, Naples, Paris, Prague, Rome.
e. Spain: Brussels, Copenhagen, Paris, Berlin, Budapest, Dublin, Milan, Rome, Venice,
Amsterdam, Oslo, Krakow, Edinburgh, London, Manchester.
9. The choice of the departure airport can be chosen regardless of the place of residence of the
participant. However, private travel to the departure airport must always be borne by the
participant.
10. Direct flights to these destinations are not guaranteed from all named departure airports.
The availability of flights may be limited depending on the chosen destination or travel time.
The choice of carrier is at the sole discretion of the Inspire. The Participant is not entitled to
demand a particular carrier or route. The minimum stay is 2 nights. The maximum stay is 30
nights. If possible and available, the main airports of the respective departure cities e.g.
Frankfurt International Airport (FRA) and destinations, e.g. London Heathrow (LHR) will be
offered. This however cannot be guaranteed. The choice of carrier is dependent on the
departure airport and destination.
11. To take part in the promotion, the participant shall log onto the campaign website, within
thirty (30) days after the purchase and complete the online application with a full name,
address, telephone or mobile phone number, a valid email address, date of birth, three (3)
possible travel dates, departure airport and three (3) possible destination and upload the
proof of purchase (receipt/invoice) clearly showing the store, purchase date, invoice/receipt
number and products.

12. The earliest travel date a participant can choose is thirty (30) calendar days from the date of
the application. The desired travel dates can each be selected for up to 10 months in
advance. The proposed travel dates shall be thirty (30) days apart from each other. The
application form has to be submitted online. The address is required as part of the flight
booking process. If necessary, some further personal data will be requested as part of the
flight booking, i.a. ID card, credit card details (see point 5).
13. Upon receipt of the participant’s application, inspire within 7 calendar days will validate the
applicants’ data according to the qualifying requirements; and if successful, email the
participant a confirmation link. The Participant should continue with the application by
following the above confirmation link within the next 48 hours and upload scans of the
traveller(s) passport(s) and in addition the qualifying receipt, clearly showing the store,
purchase date, invoice/receipt number and products.
14. All flight requests must be submitted until the 31/07/2018, but no later than 30 days after
purchase of the promotional product. All travel (departure and return) must be completed
by 01.06.2019. This promotional offer is not valid for journeys over the period of 23.12.2018
– 01.01.2019. No offers will be made for this period.
15. After successful submission of all qualifying documents, the participant will receive a flight
offer by e-mail within fourteen (14) days from inspire. Once the Participant has received the
flight offer, the participant must notify inspire within forty-eight (48) hours, as to whether
wish to accept the offer or not. The free flight offer must be accepted using a link, which is
sent to the customer together with the free flight offer by e- mail. Availability of the flight
offered is not guaranteed until the offer is booked. Upon acceptance of the offer by the
Participant, the Organizer shall issue the free flight ticket to the Participant. It is the
participant’s responsibility to check the ticket details immediately and inform the inspire
should the ticket details be incorrect. No cancellations or changes will be accepted
thereafter. If the offer is not confirmed within 48 hours, the application will be forfeited.
16. Thule and inspire do not accept liability for willful intent and gross negligence, as well as
breach of material contractual obligations and injury to life, limb and health. In the event of
war, earthquake, disaster or similar acts of god, or otherwise where there are circumstances
wholly outside the reasonable control of the Promoter and only where circumstances make
this unavoidable, the Promoter reserves the right to withdraw this promotion without notice
and without offering compensation.
17. All bookings are subject to the general terms and conditions of the respective airline.
18. Each free flight application is limited for a single use. The right of a free flight is valid per
person, booking and flight. Only one (1) free flight can be redeemed per person and
household. Free flights cannot be used in combination with each other.
19. The Inspire reserves reserves the right to verify all claims, check the content of all
applications and registrations to ensure the Participant’s compliance with these Terms &
Conditions and to refuse to award a flight or withdraw flight entitlement where there are
reasonable grounds to believe there has been a breach of these Terms & Conditions or any
instructions forming part of this promotion entry requirements or otherwise where a
Participant has gained unfair advantage in participating in the offer or claimed using

fraudulent means.
20. Vouchers and confirmations received during the Participant application processing are
personal and non-transferable and cannot be sold or exchanged for cash. Bookings cannot
be requested or made for by third parties and flights may not be booked by third parties
using the name of the Participant. No cash alternative will be offered in exchange for the
promotional offer.
21. Thule and Inspire shall not accept any responsibility for claims lost and delayed or for those
claims not received by the application cut-off. It is the Participant’s responsibility to ensure
that correct details are provided for claims to be processed.
22. By participating in this promotion, the participant shall be deemed to have accepted these
Terms and Conditions.
23. All written correspondence shall be sent to inspire GBR Ltd., Dachauerstr. 9, 80335
München. Participants who have queries or complaints about the promotion may contact
the Organizer at the corresponding address, or alternatively call by phone or email the
Organizer using the contact details on the campaign website. Enquiries to inspire from the
participant can be made in English or German and will also be responded to in German or
English.
24. The recourse of the courts is excluded.
25. Should individual provisions of the above terms and conditions be invalid, the validity of the
remaining conditions remain unaffected.

